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Disclaimer

The content of this deliverable solely reflects the author(s) view. Therefore, the European Union
has no responsibility for the information and views expressed herein.
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2. Introduction

Liver disease remains the 5th most common cause of death across Europe in individuals aged
45-65 years and costs more than €15.8bn per annum in total health costs and loss in economic
productivity. Alarming increases in obesity rates and an ageing population mean that liver
disease will become an even greater health concern for Europe over the next decade. The three
major causes of liver disease, i.e. alcoholic liver disease, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
(NAFLD) and viral hepatitis are amenable to prevention and treatment providing an opportunity
to reduce the burden of liver disease in Europe and saving lives.

Gut-derived endotoxaemia and bacterial translocation play a central role in the pathogenesis of
NAFLD, the development of cirrhosis and its complications. Targeting increased bacterial
translocation with poorly absorbed antibiotics is the basis for current therapeutic intervention in
patients with very advanced disease. However, this approach has the problem of infection with
resistant organisms, emergence of resistant strains of bacteria and limited in its use to ‘treat’
patients with advanced disease rather than as a preventative strategy.

Minimal progress has been made with developing alternatives to this current interventional
regime and a non-antibiotic strategy to prevent of bacterial endotoxaemia and bacterial
translocation or its products is an unmet need.

The aim of the CARBALIVE project is to further develop and validate our novel bimodally
porous carbon adsorbent (Yaq-001) capable of removing bacterial endotoxin and other
metabolic toxins relevant to the progression of bacterial translocation and endotoxaemia in
patients with cirrhosis and NAFLD. The outcome will be a new therapeutic strategy for the
treatment of cirrhosis and NAFLD patients ready for further development and clinical
application.

The discussions with the regulatory consultants and the notified body, TÜV SÜD, has
determined that Yaq-001 will be regulated as a device given that its mode of action is
mechanical in nature, by physically binding the bacterial metabolites within the intestinal tract.
There does not appear to be a direct pharmacological, immunological or metabolic effect. The
intended use of Yaq-001 is the prevention or treatment of disease. On the basis of the
information within the documentation submitted, and the above description of the mode of
action and intended use the following conclusion is made:

Yaq-001 is a medical device under the Medical Devices Directive (MDD) 93/42/EEC (as
amended) and will ultimately therefore be required to be CE marked. Medical Devices are
classified according to Annex IX of the MDD.

Yaq-001 is working through a body orifice and intended for long-term use (continuous use for
>60 minutes and >30 days). It is not sterile or an active medical device and it does not
incorporate an ancillary medicinal product. On this basis it is classified as a Class IIb medical
device under Rule 5, second bullet. Class IIb medical devices require a Notified Body to assess
the
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(1) Technical File;
(2) Quality Management System (excluding the product design processes) for the product.

This classification is made on the basis that the carbon is not absorbed through the wall of the
alimentary tract into the body.

The current deliverable outlines the consortium strategy with respect to dissemination,
communication and exploitation activities associated with the Yaq-001 product and wider
CARBALIVE research and development activities and results.

Exploitation Plan, Initial Version

The main terms for the dissemination and commercialisation of Foreground IP arising from the
Project have been agreed between the consortium parties in the CARBALIVE consortium
agreement. This agreement currently represents the basic and agreed terms for exploitation
and dissemination action of the consortium or its individual members. The initial version of the
project’s Dissemination, Communication and Exploitation Plan is in the following sections of this
document.

3. Activities carried out and results

The Project represents an area of research and development that is expected to create a range
of new intellectual property. As part of the work programme we have already established a
Dissemination and Exploitation Board (DEB) that has the responsibility of identifying new
intellectual property as it is created and considering the most appropriate method of protecting
and exploiting the results. Background intellectual property associated with the partners and
made available for use within the Project remains in the ownership of the respective partner.
However, access rights and future license of the background IP where required for foreground
exploitation is also considered by the DEB. While the dissemination activities outlined below are
of immense importance to the project there is an appreciation within the Consortium that
dissemination of Project results and information may only be undertaken following consideration
of any IP-related issues that may impact public disclosure.

To ensure that the Project Consortium has the freedom to operate in this area and also to
maintain vigilance of new patents being published, the DEB maintains a search on the
respective IP landscape. The search information will be updated periodically to ensure that the
DEB and wider Project Consortium are aware of other related developments within this field of
research.

In order to rationalise the commercial exploitation of the project results, partner YAQRIT has
undertaken to secure the necessary background IP from the consortium partners. The
agreements made on a fair and equitable basis allow partner YAQRIT to become the IP
managing partner for the consortium and also the primary exploitation vehicle for the
CARBALIVE consortium. YAQRIT is a spin-out company from University College London, the
co-ordinator of the CARBALIVE project.
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As the managing partner YAQRIT will undertake the development of future IP agreements on
behalf of the consortium and ensure that where appropriate revenue sharing arrangements are
agreed with the inventors of foreground IP.

The identification and protection of the intellectual property arising from the Project is the
responsibility of the DEB. Partner YAQRIT in consultation with the DEB is responsible for the
continued management and exploitation of foreground IP. The DEB will undertake several
activities within the Project including:

i) Confirmation of background IP ownership and access rights including opportunities for
future license to support foreground IP exploitation.

ii) Monitoring the freedom to operate in this area through periodic patent searches and
updating as possible new patents are published.

iii) Identification of new foreground IP and inventorship/ownership during Project progress.
iv) Determination of possible protection strategies for the foreground IP
v) Exploitation opportunities associated with the foreground including regulatory

requirements for continued development in consultation with partner YAQRIT.
vi) Development of the Project business plan for continued development of the Project

results following the completion of the Project.
vii) Dissemination co-ordination to ensure no public disclosure of results takes place prior to

protection of foreground IP.

Related Regulations

Contractual Requirements

The Consortium Agreement provides the main basis by which the Partners have agreed the
principles of IP management and exploitation. However, it is proposed that during the Project a
range of further agreements will be established relating to IP management and exploitation that
will require execution between all or a sub-set of Consortium Partners.

The basic principle of the partnership between the Consortium is that the creation of new
intellectual property will be considered for protection and exploitation. Where exploitation takes
place and remuneration is received in respect of the IP exploitation then the
inventor(s)/owner(s) will receive a proportion of the net revenue that is generated. It is not
proposed that the Exploitation Plan will dictate the nature of remuneration or the proportion that
is to be received by the inventor(s)/owner(s) as this will be decided on a case by case basis.

The final exploitation plan will represent an agreement between the Consortium Partners and
will be executed such that it is a legally binding document that supersedes those sections of the
current Consortium Agreement relating to IP protection and Exploitation.
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Intellectual Property Management

Ownership and access to background intellectual property (BIP)

The DEB has initiated a review of the background IP detailed by the partners within the
Consortium Agreement. The purpose is to confirm that all background IP that may be utilised by
the Partners to achieve the objectives of the project has been appropriately captured. The
information obtained will be finalised and documented in the background IP Project portfolio.
This will include information relating to ownership of the background IP and inventorship. It is
essential for the project that ownership of background IP is investigated and where ownership of
background IP involves a third party then consideration will be given to how to ensure that the
background IP will be available if required for foreground IP exploitation. Appendix A provides a
template for background IP ownership.

Freedom to operate

Freedom to operate for the Project is critical if successful exploitation is to be achieved. A
review of current patent databases has been initiated to confirm that freedom to operate still
exists for the Consortium. This process will be repeated every 12 months during the project to
update the information and identify new published patents that may relate to the Project area of
research and development. Where concerns are raised the DEB will consider mechanisms to
reduce or mitigate the risk to Project progress.

Management of Foreground Intellectual Property (FIP)

Foreground IP developed during the project is likely to represent;

 Patentable results
 Know-how
 Copyright
 Trademark

The majority of the Partners within the Consortium have offices or individuals with experience
and expertise of IP management. The DEB will have a central role for the Project in IP
management but will be able to call on the expertise of partner organisations when required.

Initial disclosure of FIP developed during the Project will be made to the chair of the DEB who
will forward the information to the DEB members for consideration. A template for initial
disclosure of FIP is included in Appendix B. The initial disclosure will detail the inventor(s) of the
FIP, the proposed ownership, and any dependence on BIP that is required for exploitation of the
FIP. The DEB will review the initial disclosure and in consultation with the inventor(s) decide on
a course of action relating to possible protection. Where no protection is proposed the FIP will
be considered as know-how by the Project consortium and public disclosure will only be
permitted if it is that such disclosure would not adversely affect the protection of other future FIP
that may be developed during the Project.
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Where FIP is created that could be applied to other scientific applications outside of the scope
of the Project and where the DEB does not seek to protect then the inventor(s) will be free to
protect and exploit the FIP directly.

Public disclosure of any results associated with the project will not take place by any Project
Partner until the proposed disclosure has been considered by the DEB. Any Partner seeking
public disclosure must first submit the proposed disclosure to the DEB 45 days prior to
disclosure. Once considered by the DEB, approval may or may not be given for the public
disclosure to be made. Restrictions may be applied to the disclosure such as prior execution of
a confidentiality agreement between the Partner/Consortium and a third party.

Patents & Protection

As previously described FIP may be subject to protection by the DEB. Where protection is to be
applied the Chair of the DEB will work with partner YAQRIT and the identified inventor(s) to
determine the most appropriate protection to be applied. Once protection is agreed the DEB in
consultation with partner YAQRIT will determine the most appropriate course for exploitation of
the FIP which may take a variety of forms such as license to third parties. Where exploitation is
dependent on existing BIP the DEB will consider how a license for the BIP can be obtained to
allow full exploitation of the FIP. As these negotiations can be protracted the Exploitation Plan
will include an undertaking from all Consortium Partners that license to existing BIP in support
of FIP exploitation will be provided and negotiated in good faith to achieve the expeditious
execution of the necessary agreements.

During the Project the DEB will develop the Project IP portfolio which will detail FIP generated
during the project, inventor(s), owner(s), status of protection, preferred exploitation mechanism.

Technology & Application

Key Aspects

The main goal of the Project is the development of Yaq-001 that will enable a new therapeutic
intervention for the treatment of chronic liver disease. The technology applications within this
field provide a significant market opportunity. However, there are companies operating within
this field and market segmentation requires detailed analysis. Furthermore, it will be essential to
examine the range of options available for continued development. Partner YAQRIT is the
consortium exploitation vehicle for the project and as such the final business plan to be
developed will be dependent of the commercial growth and development of this SME. It is
evident even at this early stage that additional private sector investment will be required for the
continued development of the product. However, YAQRIT has already been successful in
raising significant private sector finance and has a range of technology development pipelines.

Initial SWOT

During the first reporting period, significant activity has been invested in securing the
background IP for the exploitation of the product. In addition, discussion and interaction with the
regulatory authorities has taken place in order to ensure that development can proceed. The
next step in the development of the Exploitation and Commercialisation Plans is to undertake a
detailed SWOT analysis for the potential product and current IP portfolio. This will determine the
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patent strategy for the project and support the investment in new IP protection around the
existing IP portfolio. It is essential that the IP for the product be effectively ring-fenced by
patents to ensure that there is no opportunity for a competitor to circumvent any of the existing
patents. FIP generated during the Project. The Exploitation Board will undertake the SWOT
appraisal, which will be repeated during the project to inform the development of the final
business Plan.

Key market drivers

The main market for the development of the Yaq-001 product is chronic liver disease. The
incidence of the disease has been increasing at an alarming rate over the last decade and this
has been coupled with a presentation of the disease in younger adults. The target disease
indication for our product is largely preventable chronic liver disease. The key drivers for the
market are:

 Increasing incidence within Western populations
 Earlier onset of the disease increasing the target population
 Insufficient donor organs for demand
 Risk of antibiotic resistant microbes generated from the use of antibiotics for chronic liver

disease treatment
 Lack of alternative non-invasive therapies for the target indication

As a consequence, we are seeing an increasing market opportunity for the Yaq-001 product
and this market is expected to show continued growth over the coming decade.

Many European member states are actively targeting health education associated with chronic
liver disease. However, it remains the 5th most common cause of death as a consequence of
lifestyle factors. One of the key considerations for achieving good market penetration for the
Yaq-001 product will be the reimbursement model that can be secured within the EU member
states in the first instance. Our strategy is to seek regulatory approval though TÜV in Germany
which has already approved a carbon-based product. As such, this regulatory agency has
knowledge associated with the therapeutic use of these compounds. Yaq-001 has significant
superior therapeutic qualities to the exiting carbon-based therapeutic and as such we anticipate
that regulatory approval can be obtained relatively quickly so that the clinical trials can proceed.

On successful completion of the trials we will seek the marketing authorisation for the product.
Using the reimbursement model available in Germany as our first target market we will be in a
position to rapidly penetrate the market in German and then leverage the other European
member states for adoption in clinical practice.

FDA approval of the product will then be secured to allow access to the US market in due
course.

Regulatory Environment

For medical devices the development route can be less complicated than that for therapeutic
agents. Our discussions with the notified bodies have indicated that our product would be
considered a Medical Device Class IIb. However, the medical device will require regulatory
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approval and as such regulatory dossiers will need to be established for Yaq-001. Significant
progress has already been made with respect to the regulatory requirements for Yaq-001. We
will seek approval form the German regulatory authority in the first instance that already has
experience of approving a carbon-based therapeutic for clinical trial. Securing approval from this
authority will allow the conduct of the proposed clinical trials at the other European centres.
Once the trials have been completed we will seek the marketing authorisation from TÜV in
German.

The DEB has initiated a survey of regulatory developments in potential target markets, since
this also might have a major impact on the commercialisation strategy of project results.

Business model

The business model that is being considered by the consortium partners is the development of
an IP portfolio that includes all protected FIP generated during the project. Partner YAQRIT is
the exploitation partner for the project and has secured the background IP from the consortium
in order to develop the project IP portfolio. As the project progresses and active strategy of
identifying new IP and strengthening the existing portfolio will be undertaken. The consortium
will seek to build a strong asset base within the patent portfolio. At the end of the project,
YAQRIT will take responsibility for the continued development of Yaq-001 on behalf of the
consortium partners. This will include utilising the project patent portfolio to leverage additional
private and public sector investment to continue development to achieve Marketing
Authorisation for the product.

Working in collaboration with partner YAQRIT, the DEB will undertake the following activities to
support the development of the final business plan:

o Scenarios associated with revenue generating activities
o Sales and Marketing approach to support market penetration
o Market entry opportunities
o Product development requirements

Commercialisation Plan

Based on the exploitation model that is agreed with the consortium partners the business plan
will be developed and refined during the Project. The final version of which will be agreed
between the partners before the end of the Project. Once agreed this will form the basis of
further development and commercialisation activity following the end of the Project. The
exploitation plan will develop into the business plan, which will be used to action the effective
exploitation of the IP portfolio. Activities associated with the commercialisation plan will include:

o Requirements for commercialisation eg regulatory approvals, clinical trial results.
o Competitor analysis and distribution strategy
o Reimbursement model to be adopted and first target markets
o Licence opportunities and target list of companies
o Co-development plan and engagement with potential parties
o Establishment of commercial agreements between YAQRIT and the consortium

partners and third parties where required.
o P&L forecasts and return on investment analysis
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The business plan will detail the investments required and the potential value of the IP portfolio.
This will be used to leverage private sector investment to support the exploitation of Yaq-001
following the completion of the Project. As such, it is anticipated that the consortium partnership
should be able to continue its research and development activities to extend the impact and
establish a return on investment that has been made by the EC and consortium partners. The
final business plan will be driven by specific targets, milestones and timeframe. It is proposed
that partner YAQRIT will become the owner of the business plan at the end of the project to
ensure that it is implemented for the benefit of all of the Consortium Partners. This will be
incorporated in an Exploitation Agreement between YAQRIT and the consortium partners which
will supersede the Project Consortium Agreement following the end of the EC funded project.

Dissemination and communication

In order to maximise the value of this project the project partners have identified key activities to
support the timely dissemination of project related material. These activities have components
directed towards different communities, as presented in the following sections.

Project team

Communication within the project team is facilitated through regular teleconferences and face-
to-face meetings as well as through the private, LogIn area of the CARBALIVE website
(www.carbalive.eu). The website stores meeting agendas and minutes, deliverables submitted
to the EC, and contains a filestore of important consortium documents. In addition, confidential
research and development documents and data are stored on a private, secured server
managed by partner YAQRIT that is accessible by consortium partners as required.

Clinical, public health and academic community

Scientific papers

Consortium partners plan to publish the results of the different stages of Yaq001 development in
leading medical journals such as the New England Journal of Medicine, The Lancet, and
Hepatology. These activities will commence once the first clinical results become available
during 2017/18.

Conference presentations

Due to the current stage of development, the consortium has not undertaken public disclosure
at conferences. This has been driven by the need to secure the background IP and ensure that
the manufacture facilities for the novel carbon are fully functional and accredited so that
production of the first clinical batch can commence. It is proposed that once the first clinical trial
has been completed that the consortium will embark on a range of dissemination events at
scientific and medical conferences.

Industrial and commercial community

As an SME partner within the consortium and as the identified exploitation partner, YAQRIT has
engaged with the private sector regarding the CARBALIVE development. Under confidentiality
agreements, YAQRIT has raised additional finance to support some of its internal infrastructure
requirements required to manufacture Yaq-001. As the project progresses, partner YAQRIT will
engage more fully with the private sector under confidentiality agreements to raise investor
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interest in the development and secure additional financial investment required for post project
development.

General public and patients

The CARBALIVE consortium is actively engaged with the CLIF consortium, a European network
of liver experts. The centres involved in the CLIF consortium provide a significant opportunity for
patient engagement about the CARBALIVE project. This will be further explored and developed
during the course of the project.

Videos

In order to raise the profile of the CARBALIVE project, the Yaq-001 product, and the consortium
activities we will develop short media presentations. These will be hosted on social media
channels and the project website. In particular, they will be used to raise awareness across
patient groups which are likely to have a particular interest in the clinical trial aspects of the
project.

5. Conclusions and future steps

During the first reporting period of the CARBALIVE project we have been undertaking a range
of preparatory activities associated with defining the strategy for dissemination, communication
and exploitation. As the first phase of development has been associated with securing the
background IP and regulatory aspects of the development, the level of dissemination has been
kept to a minimum.

With respect to exploitation activities, the consortium has established a framework for
development over the next period. The next dissemination, communication and exploitation plan
will develop the detail around the aspects which have been identified within this first deliverable
report.


